
Prologue

Troubles began in Miami but moved up to Merritt Island 

in Brevard County, famous for its Indian River citrus, wild 
astronauts, and affordable homes for retired military and spooks. 
Years ago, Mom Mom's Cadillac limousine would cruise along 
Spanish moss draped riverbanks, bringing us to meet the Blue 
Angels and watch launches, my brother and sister fighting for 
command of the jump seats.  She entertained for the Office of 
Protocol at the Space Center, and the limo was her signature.

Now, along those same roads, I'm forced to run for my 
life from my family, the sheriff's office, and the Department of 
Homeland Security's Joint Terrorism Task Force.  An incredible 
tale for a Who Who's Among American High School Students 
award winner.  

A trait of questioning authority must come from her. 
Mom Mom showed me how to practice civil disobedience when I 
was nine, by taking me on a special excursion to purposefully run 
the toll booths installed along the newly opened Pineda 
Causeway, just south of her home and a project she fought hard. 
Her determined profile, an ineffectual toll attendant, the furious 
chauffeur full of willful conspiracy while thinking about getting a 
ticket from the racist sheriff, the causeway empty of cars, and a 
pink rose in the vase form a collection of images.  

Her intuition was correct: the ecosystem of the Indian 
River lagoon was severely damaged by this project and its 
related canals that dump Orlando's storm water into the lagoon. 
Later, the toll booths were removed since she began a trend that 
day.
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This excursion led to other ones over the years, like 
leading a boarding school protest over injustices dolled out to 
my roommate and others, a cousin amongst them.  My 
roommate mooned the much maligned driver's ed teacher from 
the back of the bus as it wound up the tree lined drive after a 
basket ball game.  We hooted and high-fived while the 
president of the student council even held the towel that 
disguised my roommate's identity.  Clearly, someone told.  She 
was temporarily sent home, as were the others but their crimes 
were different.  

So, here I am, today, looking at other injustices dolled 
out by other authority figures – this time, it's the national 
security bureaucracy.  I've become another living illustration of 
Hunter S. Thompson's famous prediction written on the morning 
of 9/11.  He knew Bush would declare a “... National Security 
Emergency and clamp down Hard on Everybody, no matter 
where they live or why.  If the guilty won't hold up their hands 
and confess, he and the Generals will ferret them out by force.” 
And, it seems that when they get tired of chasing real terrorists, 
they fabricate a few of their own, as target practice and job 
security, just to scare the shit out of everybody else.

How did I end up in this situation?  Not by liberating 
academic papers, private surveillance reports, or military logs, 
but I did make movies critical of federal responses to Louisiana's 
oil spill, called for a protest in New Orleans, and happened to be 
in a nasty legal battle with a family whose lawyers, Akerman 
Senterfitt, have a reputation for being “The Firm”.  As an 
architect, my focus for the films was the oil rig's concrete failure, 
which pointed to Halliburton and their intentions.  Throw in a 
bunch of ex-police, ex-FBI, and ex-CIA, jobbing as private 
investigators working for Akerman Senterfitt, and you have a 
perfect storm that creates a virtual political prisoner, a VPP.  
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One set of Loose Lips said it was an Experiment.  In what? 
National Security for private gain?  Assisted suicide?  Eradication 
of Liberals?  An experiment in extreme right wing Silent Coup 
d'Etats?  Revenge?  The simple narrative I had been writing for 
my attorney became a diary of incidents, then morphed into 
From VIP to VPP: Fugitive of Injustice as my veils of ignorance 
were ripped away.

If I hadn't experienced everything in the story, complete 
with quotations and details, I wouldn't believe it myself.  Nor 
would I understand the brutality of what hacktivist Aaron Swartz 
just went through before he committed suicide.  Jeremy 
Hammond, after being entrapped by the FBI, has been jailed in 
NYC for over nine months without bail or trial, while the 
presiding judge has a conflict of interest.  As another example, 
WikiLeaks collaborator Bradley Manning was psychologically 
tortured and is still held without formal charges, albeit with 
special torture treatment credits applicable whenever his trial 
and sentencing actually occurs.    

We can get puffy and claim we're Fightin' Terrorists, but 
are we?  I've learned that when national security policy is 
dictated by extremist conservatives, and private interests couple 
with corporate sponsored virtual surveillance, an enormous 
rotting elephant is wheeled into the room like the Trojan Horse 
and it's preparing to implode.   

I'm not a terrorist because I ask these questions, and I 
now realize Swartz, Hammond, and  Manning aren't enemies of a 
true democratic America.  They're fighting atrocities, pointing 
out inconsistencies,  exposing inherent conflicts of private sector 
surveillance for national security agencies, and not performing 
acts of terror worthy of torture before being found guilty in a 
court of law.  They're doing their jobs protecting democracy.
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As I watched the war for natural resources unfold during 
the oil spill crisis, my own experiences of national security 
brutality became overt.  To be blunt, a psychopathic indication 
of DHS and the national security bureaucracy is that they WANT 
you to know they're there, watching you.  Since I had become a 
target, they wanted me to hear the beeps on the phone right 
after I uploaded the third film onto YouTube on 03JUL2010 in 
Baton Rouge.  And again, immediately after I applied for a new 
driver's license, subject to DHS review, in Colorado two months 
later.  They brazenly erased weeks of email messages, deleted 
job offers and closed an email account, denying me access to 
work, to legal records, judicial alternatives, and to medical care.  

I was virtual choked, a “self-deportation” technique 
described by Kris Kobach of Kansas' Attorney General's office. 
An FBI agent called it a conspiracy theory while the escalating 
pattern of brutality became something like this: 

Combine one part roving surveillance, as permitted in the 
USA PATRIOT Act, add virtual choking to taste, then mix, 
and Voila!  Roving Choke Points are instantly created!  

I was funneled back to Baja, sick and jobless.  My car was 
damaged, then employers mysteriously refused to pay, and the 
vegetable garden was sabotaged before I began to starve.  I was 
scheduled for special retaliatory torture treatments for female 
whistleblowers, including ceaseless psychological abuse, 
revenge porn purposefully fed into a traditional society, constant 
threats of sexual violence (complete with audible whistles and 
grunts), and incidents fabricated to accuse me of violence. 
Really nice, guys... Our tax dollars at work building a Gitmo 
prototype for innocent Americans run by surf gangs.
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Now, the big question is, why are Americans allowing this 
national security apparatchik to ooze about like a pustulent 
Blob, smothering democracy and its freedoms as specified in the 
constitution?  Doesn't this deception to control the earth's 
natural resources call for environmentalists?  For hacktivists?  For 
movie makers, artists, architects and writers?  Even for critically 
thinking moderates, for captains of industry?  

Fear and Doubt, those dual poisons, can hoodwink an 
entire nation.  Making choke targets out of the very people who 
could be most effective in changing public perception and re-
introducing dialogue is a revealing objective.  If more people 
considered politically inconvenient to the unstated goals of our 
national security policy awoke to these truths, this right wing 
extremist deception would unravel.    

Therefore, here's to running toll booths, mooning, and 
questioning authority.  Be fearless, do not doubt the underlying 
intentions, and participate in acts of civil disobedience while 
changing the direction of national security policy.

AERGuyton
Somewhere in America
31JAN2013
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